
SP-320.01
Building Area: (sf)
397

Cost per Square Foot: 
$34/sf

Construction Cost
$13,500

Date of Completion:
5/23/21

Program Summary:
A new entry court, including a tower, gate and portal, constructed with 
reclaimed materials at a summer camp for children with special needs. 

Program Statement:
From first impressions, to deep experiences, memories of the timeless 
American tradition of sleep-away summer camp are powerful. Our 
design task was to spark those experiences of anticipation, arrival, and 
transition into the carefree world of summer fun for children with chronic 
Illnesses and disabilities.  

As the first step in a new master plan, this new entrance relocates 
camper check-in from a heavily trafficked highway to a quiet country 
road, allowing for a safer, more deliberate approach. Upon arrival, three 
separate entry elements were designed, based loosely on moments in 
Joseph Campbell’s Hero’s Journey: The Call To Adventure; The 
Threshold and finally, Revelation.

As one crests the rolling hills, a monumental tower peeks out of the 
landscape, serving as the call to adventure, building anticipation. Upon 
arrival, stoic pylons flanked by mature pecan trees create a threshold, 
signifying one’s formal arrival to camp. Passing through the threshold, 
excitement grows as heavy gabion walls visually anchor a striking red 
frame surrounding towering wood doors. At check-in time, the massive 
doors open ceremoniously, revealing the pathway to summer camp fun.

For the children that attend this facility, many with severe health issues, 
their experience here is exceptionally transformative, often creating rare 
moments of independence, freedom and belonging. We celebrate those 
important moments through this humble yet mighty gateway to 
adventure: The Hero’s Origin. 
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The first step in a recent master 
plan, this project relocates camper 
check-in from a heavily trafficked 
highway to a quiet country road, 
allowing for a safer more deliberate 
approach. 

An old collapsed barn on site was 
deconstructed providing reclaimed 
and repurposed material for the 
project.
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Upon arrival, three separate entry 
elements were designed, based 
loosely on moments in Joseph 
Campbell’s Hero’s Journey: The Call 
To Adventure; The Threshold and 
finally, Revelation.
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As one crests the rolling hills, a 
monumental tower peeks out of the 
landscape, serving as the call to 
adventure, building anticipation. 
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As one moves past the layers of 
elegantly twisting steel, a moire
effect mimics the visual form of 
sound waves - reinforcing the 
tower’s tasks of greeting and 
farewell. 
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Upon arrival, stoic pylons flanked by 
mature pecan trees create a 
threshold, signifying one’s formal 
arrival to camp. 
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Passing through the threshold, 
excitement grows as heavy gabion 
walls visually anchor a striking red 
frame surrounding towering wood 
doors. 
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Steel skinned openings and 
benches offer playful photo 
opportunities as campers wait for 
their week of camp to begin.
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Slots through the gabion offer a 
peek at the rolling wooded hills 
beyond, while hidden “telescopes” 
scattered throughout the gabion 
offer hints and reminders of thrilling 
camp activities. 

Reclaimed materials from the 
collapsed barn include corrugated 
steel reused for roofing, siding and 
door framing.

Existing wood framing was 
repurposed as framing lumber, 
formwork, and interior skin.

The old barn’s slab was crushed to 
provide the fill for the gabion walls. 
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At check-in time, the massive doors 
open ceremoniously, revealing the 
pathway to summer camp fun. 
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For the children that attend this 
facility, many with severe health 
issues, their experience here is 
exceptionally transformative, often 
creating rare moments of 
independence, freedom and 
belonging.
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For the children that attend this 
facility, many with severe health 
issues, their experience here is 
exceptionally transformative, often 
creating rare moments of 
independence, freedom and 
belonging.
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We celebrate those important 
moments through this humble yet 
mighty gateway to adventure: The 
Hero’s Origin.
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